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tories is occupied by a cave in which the sea at flood stands

some ten or twelve feet over the gravel bottom, and there

are three other caves in the semicircle, into which the tide

has not entered since it fell back from the old coast line.

The larger and deeper of the three caves in the semicircular

inflection is mainly that which we had landed to explore.
It runs a hundred and fifty feet into the granitic rock, in the

line of a fault that seems first to have opened some eight or

ten feet, and then, leaning back, to have closed itssides atop,

forming in this way a long angular hollow. It has borne for

centuries the name of the Doocot (e., Dove-cot) cave, and has
been from time immemorial a haunt ofpigeons. We approach
the opening : there is a rank vegetation springing up in front,

where the precipice beetles over, and a small stream comes

pattering in detached drops like those of a thunder-shower;
and we see luxuriating under it, in vast abundance, the
hot, bitter, fleshy-leaved scurvy-grass, of which Cook made
such large use, in his voyages, as an anti-scorbutic. The
floor is damp and mouldy; the green ropy sides, which rise
some five-and-twenty feet ere they close, are thickly furrowed

by ridges of stalactites, that become purer and whiter as we
retire from the light and the vegetative influences, and pre
sent in the deeper recesses of the cave the hue of statuary
marble. The last vegetable that appears is a minute deli
cate moss, about half an inch in length, which slants out
wards to the light on the prominences of the sides, and
overlies myriads of similar sprigs of moss, long since con
verted into stone, but which, faithful in death to the ruling
law of their lives, still point, like the others, to the free air
and sunshine. As we step onwards, we exchange the

brightness of noon for the mellower light of evening. A
few steps further, and evening has deepened into twilight.
We still advance; and twilight gives place to a gloom dusky
as that of midnight. We grope on, till the rock closes
before us; and, turning round, see the blue waves of the
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